
 

 

 

AR CLEAN-UP 
 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 Is your data    
 working for

  or against         
You? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

UNCOMPENSATED CARE SCRUB 

Þ Does the patient have active 
coverage? 

Þ Is that coverage billable? 

Þ Do we have the correct payer 
and patient contact 
information? 

Þ Is there more than open payer? 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Waveland offers laboratories 
an AR cleansing services to 
resolve errors and correct 
inaccurate data that is 
impacting your ability to be 
reimbursed. 

 

The average laboratory leaves 15% of 
their accessions are uncompensated. 

Clean data 
equals more 
reimbursement  

 

Electronic 
Verification 
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Coverage Discovery is the cornerstone of our AR 
Clean-Up strategy.  With access to 325,000,000 

patient demographic and insurance coverage data, if 
they have coverage, we can find it for you! 

  COVERAGE DISCOVERY 

Coverage Discovery automates the identification 
of existing insurance coverage for accessions with 
a self-pay, unbillable or unspecified payer status 
(financial class) by curating lab and 3rd party data. 
Once identified, Waveland updates the patient 
and insurance information so that a claim can be 
generated to the correct carrier. 

Even with minimal data being supplied, Waveland 
can identify coverage and the associated in 
network or out of network benefits, regardless of 
the state where the patient resides.   

Coverage Discovery reduces the need for human 
intervention and the associated workload on your 
staff. It also assists in maintaining compliance 
with your government and commercial payers’ 
regulations, resulting in increased patient and 
client satisfaction. 

Additionally, Coverage Discovery captures cell 
phone numbers and verifies email addresses for 
patient correspondence.  

 

 

 

 EXPANDED BENEFIT DETAIL 

For all found coverage, Waveland delivers back plan 
and sub-plan level detailed benefits. Whether batch or 
API integration mode, you can dive deeper into the 
coverage benefit details than ever before. 

Benefit details for hundreds of payers at the plan level, 
with information that includes co-pays, termination 
dates, deductibles, and coinsurance.  

Consistent data displays of response results by payer 
or financial class.  

Þ Medicare MBI Conversion 

Þ Coverage at the Plan Level 

Þ Government and Commercial Carriers 

Þ Uninsured Attestation 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Coverage Discovery reduces the need for 
human intervention and the associated 
workload on your staff. 


